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About This Game

Everything is an interactive experience where every object in the Universe is a playable character - from animals to planets to
galaxies and beyond. Travel between outer and inner space, and explore a vast, interconnected universe of things without

enforced goals, scores, or tasks to complete. Everything is a procedural, AI-driven simulation of the systems of nature, seen
from the points of view of everything in the Universe.

Learn to transform yourself to create worlds within worlds within worlds, or let go any time to allow Everything to take over and
produce a never ending documentary about the world you live in. Narrated by the inspiring philosophy of Alan Watts, and

featuring a rich score from composer Ben Lukas Boysen, Everything will give you a new perspective on life.
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I got this game on sale for about $3, good price!

Not gonna go real' in-depth here.
If you enjoy relaxation games like Abzu, Viridi, Mountain, etc., I'm assured that you would also enjoy this one.
If you dabble in philosophy here and there, it's got some of that, too, just a little bonus, and the audio clips are optional. This
game can either enhance or relieve your inner existential-crisis, if you experience that.
I also think if you enjoy walking\/flying\/swimming\/etc. simulation and exploration games, you'd really love it.

:^) Very nice for me to relax... And for meditation.. I liked how you could literally be anything. From microscopic to a whole
damn UNIVURSE! But i'm refunding this because it was not what i expected. I really like this game, i would have bought it
anyway> But i'm looking for an experience that is more on the story rich side like The Beginners Guide.. This is a piece of
artwork, and artwork is subjective. That said, the visuals are bad and the controls are bad. It isn't worth $15, so buy it on
discount if you want to try it out. I have to give this a no, just because it doesn't deserve a 80+ % rating.. A meditative
experience. Alan Watts would dig this.. Everything is a contemplative game. It's a space to meditate and nudge you to think
about your place in the universe, or, more accurately, your place as the universe. It's not a button masher by any means, but
Everything gave me a little more perspective on life than I had before, and that's pretty rare for a Steam purchase.. Do you
explore Everything? Or does Everything explore you? Nietzsche to see you, to see you Nietzsche.
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